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Dear Parents
Nature Walk cum Sensory Trail
The school will be organising a Nature Walk cum Sensory Trail on Thursday, 29 March 2018. Pupils
will be embarking on a learning journey while walking from Rulang to Chinese Garden and back to
Rulang. The objectives of this learning journey are:
 to understand their roles and responsibilities in conserving the environment and to take pride in their
heritage and unique way of life;
 to learn more about their roles and responsibilities in building a gracious community in Jurong;
 to know more about the past history, the current state and future development of Jurong (NE Message:
Singapore is our homeland; this is where we belong) and
 to promote earth sustainability through focusing on the 3Rs, “Reduce, Reuse and Recycle”.
Pupils from Primary 4 to 6 will be embarking on this trail. They will report to school in their PE attire
in the School Hall by 7 am.
Your child will receive a disposable raincoat, a bottle of mineral water as well as a snack before the
trail. As the weather may be hot, it would be advisable for your child to bring along his/her water bottle
and a cap. He/She is also required to bring along a clipboard, a note pad and a pen/pencil.
Wet Weather Programme
Activities based on the worksheets for the trail will be conducted for the pupils in the school.
Dismissal Time
Pupils will be dismissed from school at 12 noon. There will not be any ISR for the Primary 5 and 6
pupils in the afternoon. Please make the necessary transport arrangement if it is applicable to your child.
Pupils taking daily school transport will have the usual transport arrangement from home to school and
back home.
Should you have any query, please do not hesitate to contact Mr Goh Wei Howe, HOD/Science at
65663582 or e-mail him at goh_wei_howe@moe.edu.sg.
Thank you.
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Mr Eugene Ong
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